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Available in both paperback and e-book formats. The e-book edition requires copying handwritten

sentences onto lined paper, whereas the paperback edition allows for writing directly in the

workbook. With the e-book, you can use pinch-and-zoom to make the handwriting appear larger (or

hold the device in landscape mode). The ISBN of the print edition is 1523234598.This cursive

handwriting practice workbook is for teens in the following ways:The phrases and sentences are

written for a teenage audience.The font size is smaller than workbooks designed for kids.The blank

lines are narrower than workbooks designed for kids.Most pages aren&apos;t designed to be traced

prior to copying.There is just a quick refresher of basic letter and words practice.A challenge chapter

includes visual exercises.The last chapter includes writing prompts.For teens who need more basic

handwriting practice (which is common, since cursive handwriting is disappearing from many

schools&apos; curricula), Julie Harper also has a more basic cursive handwriting workbook for

teens: Cursive Handwriting Practice Workbook for Teens (ISBN 1492230235).Teens enjoy writing

sentences like, "Set your alarm to play your favorite song," and, "Dancing is contagious. Catch it

and have fun." Exercises like these help to make learning fun, even at home. This unique teenage

handwriting workbook provides teens who need to improve their cursive writing fluency a chance to

do it with a more age appropriate workbook.This workbook focuses on writing phrases and

sentences in cursive in seven parts:Quick letter reviewLetter blends (like "br" or "wh")Copy

sentencesCopy paragraphsVisual challengeRewrite print in cursive (includes answer key)Creative

writing promptsMay your students or teenagers improve their handwriting skills and enjoy reading

and writing these phrases and sentences.
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Growing up nobody around me knew how to write cursive so I had to teach myself, I bought this

book to help me fix my writing as it never truly looked right to me. After a few days of practicing my

writing already looks better. 10/10 would buy it again

My son had some less-than-stellar grades the past school year. And with the digital age,

handwriting is nearly extinct as part of school curriculum. So we decided that since he would be

doing some Summer "home extra credit", handwriting practice was a perfect way for him to spend

an hour of each day. I'm happy. He's happy. And I can now read his handwriting! Win. Win. Win.

Very nice book. We are using it daily and it has been good practice for my middle schooler. The font

is lovely but not hard. The book is well done.

Love this for my daughter! She hasn't had cursive instruction since grade school. Great for teens to

brush up and improve!

Great practice for the older teenage child!

very good

Very helpful.

Excellent!
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